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Address Kefla- Glas GmbH & Co. KG 
Am Ockenheimer Graben 48 
55411 Bingen

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Kefla® has been independently finishing bottles made out of glass since 1996. With the support of leading companies in the finishing sector a finishing
machine for small quantity production was developed and subsequently underwent a series of expansions and refinements. Today it represents the
“State of the Art” in the small quantity sector.

The origin of this development is the motivation to be able to supply everything from a single source. The bottle, the bottle tops, the shrinkable
capsules and the finishing of the glass items, coordinated with one another without any risk for the customer. 
On top of that, there is no cost for transportations between glass producers or suppliers and contract finishers. Uncommon in the industry, Kefla® only
calculates the cost of products, which are actually finished and are to be delivered. You will not be charged for incorrectly lacquered bottles, defective
bottles or any breakage rates. 
The finishing of a bottle, created from your own desires and using specifications that you provide is possible from a production output starting at only
one pallet or rather 1,500 items depending on the type of bottle. Glass stoppers can be finished starting at an amount of 5000 pieces.
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